Regional Chapter Communications and Collaboration Committee (RC4) Undergraduate Travel Award

** Purpose:**

To provide an undergraduate student a needs-based travel grant that enables them to attend the SOT Annual Meeting and present a poster of a toxicology-related project.

** Guidelines:**

- The applicant will first apply to the Regional Chapter to be nominated for the RC4 award.
- To be eligible, the applicant must have a high school diploma and be enrolled in an undergraduate program at the time of travel to the SOT Annual Meeting.
- The applicant will have completed research in the laboratory of a mentor who is a member of a SOT Regional Chapter.
- The application packet will include an abstract of the project, a ‘statement of purpose’, and a letter of support from the mentor, which will be submitted to the Regional Chapter.
- The abstract should be the same as or a near final draft of the abstract that will be submitted for presentation at the National SOT Annual Meeting. It should include the hypothesis studied, brief methods of study, findings, and conclusion.
- The ‘statement of purpose’ should clearly state that the student will not be able to attend the meeting without the support of this grant mechanism. The statement of purpose should also include how participating in the project and attending the annual meeting benefitted (will benefit) the student’s career goals.
- The Regional Chapter will select their most meritorious candidate (only one per Chapter) and forward their name, application, and letter of support to the RC4 Award Committee who will select the top three applicants and award each with a $1100 travel award.

  Selection criteria will include quality of ‘statement of purpose’, quality of abstract, relevance to toxicology, mentor’s letter, and Regional Chapter letter.

- The recipients will participate in the SOT Sunday Undergraduate Program and present a poster of their project at the meeting. The mentor or a Regional Chapter Officer will sponsor the abstract submission for the undergraduate student before the SOT Annual Meeting October abstract submission deadline.
- Recipients must attend the SOT Annual Meeting and provide the RC4 with an evaluation of the value of the award to the recipient’s experience at the meeting.
- The mentor or the corresponding Regional Chapter can provide additional travel support for the student. However, the awardee will be ineligible to receive other undergraduate awards provided by the Education Committee or the Committee for Diversity initiatives (CDI).

** Timeline for submission and review (2018):**

- **9/14/2018** Submission and assessment by Regional Chapter to RC4
- **9/28/2018** Selection by RC4 Award Committee
- **10/01/2018** Notification of decision to applicant and applicant’s Regional Chapter
- **10/19/2018** SOT Annual Meeting Abstract submission deadline.
- **3/18/2019** Evaluation of the award and meeting experience.

**RC4 Award Committee:** RC4 Chair, Co-Chair, and three RC4 officers.
Regional Chapter Communications and Collaboration Committee (RC4) Undergraduate Travel Award
(The following completed form must be included with the proposal)

Title of the Project:
___________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:
Student’s name: _______________________________________________________________

Date of High School Graduation _______ Expected date of Undergraduate degree ______

College/University/Institution: ___________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________

Phone #: __________________________

E-mail address: ________________________________________________________________

Advisor/Mentor Name and Email: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Mentor Institution and Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Phone #: __________________________

Mentor Regional Chapter membership status ______________________________________

THE APPLICATION MUST INCLUDE:

1. **Statement of Purpose**: not to exceed one page
2. **Project Abstract**: hypothesis, brief methods, findings, conclusion, toxicological relevance
3. **Letter of Support from Member**: required for submission to Regional Chapter
4. **Letter of Support from Regional Chapter**: required for submission to RC4

A single electronic pdf file with a completed application should be emailed to the RC4 c/o Ashley Black (ashley@toxicology.org) no later than September 14, 2018.